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DATA REVIEW AND FINDINGS 

I have studied the EFORd investigation documents sent to me by the NYISO staff. These documents 
include: 

1. Event data files of three most suspicious units which contain manual implementation of the APA 
methodology. 

2. EFORD calculation data comparison file 
3. Status of EFORD Methodology review file 

First I studied the document 1. I studied whether the methodology has been implemented correctly and 
then checked the calculations and cross-checked these for validation where possible. In my judgment, 
the methodology has been correctly implemented in these manual calculations. Since the methodology 
has some shades of variation, the event files have done some sensitivity analysis by assuming: 

 Method I: The maintenance deratings and planned deratings as forced deratings. 
 Method II: Not including maintenance and planned deratings as forced deratings but 

including these in full capacity category. 
 Method III: Completely excluding planned and maintenance deratings. 

Also the EFORd  in the APA method has been calculated both by including fp and excluding fp. The 
reason is that the derated hours in these files, after processing the overlapping events, do not overlap 
with the reserve shut down hours and the purpose of fp is to extract derated hours from the 
overlapping derated hours and reserve shut down hours.  

I find the report correctly implementing the methodology   and systematically investigating the causes of 
discrepancy between the Market calculations of EFORd and the manual implementation of APA 
methodology. 

The second document compares various times, factors and EFORDs for the three units. Three sets of 
results are compared for each unit, market, program based on APA methodology and manual 
calculations based on APA method 

The third document is a well done report   pinpointing the sources of differences between the EFORd 
calculated by the market method and the procedures based on APA methodology. 

I agree with the conclusions drawn in the report that: 

 Overlapping events and occasionally missing reserve shut down events in NERC GADS records 
are the primary source of differences. 

  The APA preprocessing methodology to deal with the overlapping events gives directly the 
derated hours on demand and thus obviates the need for using fp.  

 The fp is only an approximation and cannot guarantee that the derated hours on demand 
calculated by using fp will match the true derated hours on demand. This is shown numerically 
in Table 1 of the report. 
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Thus the primary source of discrepancies is the difference in the data (event data and performance data) 
and its preprocessing used for the APA methodology and the Market methodology. 

 

MATHEMATICAL /THEORETICAL SUPPORT FOR THE CONCLUSIONS 

The attachment I examines mathematically the relationship between the formulae for EFORd used for 
Market calculations and the APA core methodology. Starting with the EFORd equation used in Market 
calculations (Equation 1), it is shown that it is identical to the equation used by the APA core method 
(Equation 6). 

This brings us to an important conclusion: 

“If the data input (SH,FOH,EFDH,ff and fp) is identical, then the EFORd calculated by the Market 
formula and the APA core method should be the same.” 

Since equivalent forced derated hours (EFDH) used in the calculations  are calculated differently in the 
two methods, a question may be raised whether this can make a difference. In the Market method, 
duration and amount of derating of every capacity state is used to find the EFDH whereas in the APA 
methodology these data are first grouped into a limited number of derated capacity states and then 
used to find EFDH on demand. However, it can be mathematically shown that how states are grouped 
into derated states will not affect the EFORd but only impact the reliability indices. This is true as long as 
capacities of equivalent derated states are derived using the time weighting of capacity states. And this 
is what is done in the APA method. The only qualification is that fp should correctly extract the EFDHd 
from EFDH. However since fp is only an approximation, it cannot be expected to yield the true value of 
derated hours. This appears to be the only source of difference between the EFDHd calculated by the 
two methods. 

The conclusion is that if identical data is used for the two approaches, the EFORds need to be identical 
except for the difference that may be introduced by the fp. So where else does the difference come 
from? 

 Fig 1, Fig2 and Fig3 are the conceptualizations of the Market method, the APA methodology and its 
implementation. From Fig 2 and Fig 3, we can understand that the APA method consists of two 
components.  We can  call one component  the Core APA method which calculates the transition rates 
(to be used in MARS)  in such a manner that times on demand (full capacity hours, capacity hours of 
derated states and forced outage hours) used for generating the transition rates  will be reproduced by 
using the  probabilities calculated by using the resulting transition rates. This produces defensible 
transition rates as well as reproduce the EFORd that would be produced by using the same hours in the 
Market formula. The second part is the preprocessing methodology that is supposed to take care of 
events not in proper sequence and decoupling the overlapping events to produce events that are 
seamless and not overlapping. It should be noted that for calculating transition rate matrix, it is 
important that the events are not overlapping and are in a seamless sequence. This preprocessing will 
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generate RS, Full Capacity hours, hours in the derated states, FOH, and ff to be fed into the core 
methodology. Now we have shown earlier that the core methodology in Fig 2 is equivalent to the 
Market formula in Fig 1. So if the input to these two is identical then the resulting EFORd should be 
identical. The input in the Market method is performance data and in the APA method is event data. If 
these two data are equivalent, then at least the RS and FOH need to be identical. There can be a 
difference in EFDH on demand as these are derived by using fp in the Market method (an approximation 
as pointed out in NYISO report) but are calculated directly by the APA procedure of preprocessing. So if 
RS is different, it indicates some problem with the missing data as is indicated in the NYISO report. 

To summarize again: 
 Overlapping events and occasionally missing reserve shut down events in NERC GADS records 

are the primary source of differences. There could also be other differences in the performance 
data and the event data. 

 The Market calculations obtain the derated hours on demand from the total derated hours by 
using the factor fp. The APA preprocessing methodology to deal with the overlapping events 
gives the derated hours on demand directly and thus obviates the need for using fp.  
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 Fig 3.Implementation of APA Method  

                                                                  ATTACHMENT 1 

 

Analysis of a Four-state Unit 

Let us assume that the durations of a four state unit during the demand period are represented 
by H1 (full capacity), H2 (derated capacity 1), H3 (derated capacity 2), H4 (down). 

Let us look at the formula for EFORd, 

                                                       (1) 

                                                               (2) 

Now 

                                           (3) 

fp x EFDH = H2 x D2 + H3 x D3                                                                (4)      

Where D2 and D3 are the deratings in state 2 and 3. 

So equation 2 becomes 

                                      (5)   

                                  (6) 

Equation 6 is the APA equation. So if the data input is the same then the results obtained by the APA 
transition rate method (equation 6) and the EFORd equation 2 must be the same. 

Derivation of equation 6 from the EFORD formula is important as it shows that the EFORd calculated by 
the equation 1 or 2 and those calculated by the transition rates should be the same so long as the data 
input is the same. The input data referred here is: 

SH, FOH, EFDH, ff   and fp     

It can be further shown that how we group the states into the derated states will not affect the EFORd 
calculation but impact reliability indices. This is true so long as time weighted capacity is used. 
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It can be easily seen that the derivation of equation 6 described in this attachment can be readily 
generalized into any number of derated states. 
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